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Take the Long View
By Bill Koehler, CFA
Among the best investment advice we impart is that of
taking a long-term orientation. It is quite easy to say but
hard to implement for many people. As professional
investors, we continually preach the virtues of taking a
long-term
b
approach
to investing
because
we have
seen it work. A long-term approach greatly increases the
probability of investor success.

A long-term approach greatly
increases the probability of
investor success.

Ben Carlson is an author who has written several instructive
articles over the years. He wrote the following earlier this
month counseling investors to adopt a long-term view. His
point is investors must think in terms of not days, weeks or
even years but multiple decades when investing in stocks.
We agree. His article, as seen at awealthofcommonsense.
com, is included in this quarter’s Perspectives below.
How Comfortable Are You Holding Stocks For 30 Years?
Posted October 6, 2020 by Ben Carlson
The short-term ups and downs in the stock market garner

all of our attention but true investors know long-term
returns are the only ones that matter. The biggest worry
for many long-term investors is a Japan-style decadeslong malaise that sees the stock market give you nothing
for 30+ years. From the beginning of 1990 through the
end of September 2020, the MSCI Japan Index is up a
grand total of 26%, good enough for annual returns of just
0.8% per year.
The stock market is inherently risky so this isn’t out of the
realm of possibilities in the United States. But it’s important
to remember how insane things got in the 1980s in Japan
to produce such awful forward returns in the aftermath of
perhaps the greatest financial asset bubble in history.
The CAPE ratio on the Japanese stock market was over
100 by 1989. Call me when the United States develops a
bubble of this size and scale and we can talk.
Even taking this worst-case scenario off the table,
investors aren’t guaranteed anything when it comes to
long-term returns in the market.
Here’s a look at the historical rolling 30 year returns of the
S&P 500 going back to 1926:
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You can see the worst entry point in history came at the
peak in 1929 just before the onset of the Great Depression.
Shockingly, the 30-year performance of the stock market
from that point forward was a gain of 7.8% per year. That’s a
pretty good worst-case scenario.
There are some caveats involved when looking at this type
of long-term data, the biggest one being there are only
three non-overlapping 30-year periods here so the sample
size is fairly small:
• 1926 - 1955 +10.2%
• 1956 - 1985 +9.5%
• 1986 - 2015 +10.4%

Those numbers are all still pretty great and I’m sure the
majority of investors today would sign up for those longterm returns in a heartbeat.
It’s also worth mentioning that worst 30 year starting point
in 1929 is likely going to get overtaken by the peak of the
market in 2000 by the end of this decade. The total returns
from January 2000 through September 2020 were 242%.
That’s 6.1% annualized. Stocks would have to rise 175% in
total or more than 10% a year from now until the end of
2029 just to hit the 7.8% annual return number in the 30
years following the 1929 peak.
Even if future long-term returns are lower going forward
than they’ve been in the past (and there’s a good case to
be made for this), it’s worth remembering even lower than
average returns over a long time horizon can produce
spectacular results. For instance, that 7.8% annual return
from the peak in 1929 constituted a total return of more than
850%. So the worst 30-year return over the past 100 years
or so would have turned $10k into more than $95k. Not bad.
And let’s say markets do produce lower long-term returns
going forward. Here are the total returns over 30 years with
their corresponding annual return levels:
• 4% - 224%
• 5% - 332%
• 6% - 474%
• 7% - 661%

Even below-average returns in the 5% to 6% range would
produce long-term total returns of 300% to nearly 500%
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over 30 years. This is the beauty of a long-term stance in
the markets. It
doesn’t take
much to see
fantastic results,
assuming you
can stay the
course for long
enough. Japan is the outlier historically but chances are
there is going to be some asset class, region or investment
strategy over your lifetime that produces lower than
expected returns. This is the nature of risk.

This is the beauty of a longterm stance in the markets.
It doesn’t take much to see
fantastic results, assuming
you can stay the course for
long enough.

This is how I think about protecting against these types of
long-term portfolio risks:
Diversify across geographies, asset classes and
strategies. Japanese stocks have been an enormous drag
on a globally diversified portfolio since the bubble burst. But
even though Japan made up almost half of the world stock
market by 1989, the MSCI World Index is up nearly 750%
since 1990 or 7.2% per year.
When Japan lagged, other countries, including the United
States, picked up the slack.
And while those investors who kept a home country bias in
Japan would still be hurting from the stock market, Japanese
bonds have held up considerably better in this period.
Diversify across time. I made my first investment in the
stock market in my mid-20s. I’ve been buying basically
every week or so ever since. Some of those purchases have
been better timed than others but dollar-cost averaging into
the market over time helps shield you from making a single
point-in-time purchase you might later regret.
Avoid extreme stances in the markets. I’m sure there were
plenty of people who went all in on Japan after the fantastic
performance in that country’s financial assets in the 1970s
and 1980s. Taking extreme, concentrated positions is a
great way to make a ton of money but also an easy way to
go broke.
Save more money. This isn’t the advice most investors
would like to hear but saving more money is one of the best
ways to hedge a large number of risks in both the markets
and life.
Ben Carlson
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Summary
We realize that every investor is different. One person’s
investment time horizon may be shorter and another’s may
be longer. While advocating for stock investors to maintain
a long-term orientation, we also understand the importance
of tailoring portfolio asset allocations in accordance with
personal
time horizons
and personal
objectives. If
someone has
a shorter time
horizon, a
portfolio can
be diversified
beyond
stocks with other asset classes such as bonds and cash.
If an investor does not have a 30-year time horizon, a
balanced allocation can certainly be created in such a way
to meet individual goals.

While advocating for stock
investors to maintain a long
term orientation, we also
understand the importance
of tailoring portfolio asset
allocations in accordance
with personal time horizons
and personal objectives.

Finally, we must recognize that as human beings, we can
all be impatient at times. We tend to like quick results.
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It’s not always pleasant to hear “take the long view.”
However, the investment markets don’t really care about
how quickly we want to receive results. So, Ben’s right
on this one. We have to get comfortable with the notion
of long-term stock market investing, not only in name but
in practice.
This publication is intended for use by clients of FCI Advisors
and investment professionals.
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Factual materials obtained from sources believed to be reliable
but cannot be guaranteed. Past performance is not indicative
of future results. Investing in the securities markets involves the
potential risk of loss. These investment risks are described in
our disclosure brochure (ADV), which can be found on our
website: www.fciadvisors.com. Specific securities may be
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